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Measurement of colliding beam parameters with wide angle beamstrahlung

G. Bonvicini, D. Cinabro, and E. Luckwald
Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202
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A complete method for the measurement of beam-beam overlap ine1e2 collisions is presented. The method
uses large angle beamstrahlung to disentangle complex beam-beam topologies in the transverse plane.
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PACS number~s!: 29.27.2a, 41.75.2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

Machine issues at particle factories are dominated by
minosity optimization, which is the overlap of the dens
functions r of the two beams over space and time. Fo
single beam crossing,

L5cE dVdtr1~r ,t!r2~r ,t!, ~1.1!

wheredV is the volume element andt is a time variable of
order of the beam-crossing duration. Optimal luminosity
achieved by perfect transverse overlap of two equal
Gaussian beams squeezed to the limit allowed by the
shift. For a single beam crossing, that reads

L0~ t !5
N1~ t !N2~ t !c

~2p!3sx~ t !sy~ t !sz~ t !

3E dVdt exp„2$x2/sx
2~ t !1y2/sy

2~ t !

1@z21~ct!2#/sz
2~ t !%…

5
N1~ t !N2~ t !

4psx~ t !sy~ t !
, ~1.2!

where theN1,2 andsx,y,z are the beam populations and sp
tial dimensions at any given timet.

This formula becomes rather complex over time. Partic
are deflected by the other beam at each crossing, sig
cantly affecting the Twiss matrix of the machine. The be
currentsNi(t) decrease due to beam lifetime, also caus
the machine’s Twiss matrix to drift. If the machine is pe
fectly symmetric, the transverse dimensions will change
the beams will maintain perfect overlap.

Even symmetric machines have some degree of asym
try, and beams start moving independently in the transve
plane as soon as collisions begin. AtB factories such as
CESR, PEP-II, and KEK, beams have horizontal dimensi
sy of the order several microns, with aspect ratiose
5sy /sx;0.0220.04. A drift of 5mm is enough to spoil the
luminosity.

A better description of the luminosity over time should

L~ t !5L0~ t !@12w~ t !#. ~1.3!
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w(t) is the positive-defined waste parameter due to nono
mal instantaneous overlap. Ifw(t) is known, the wasted in-
tegrated luminosity is defined as

Lw5 f E dtL0~ t !w~ t !, ~1.4!

wheref is the machine frequency. The waste parameter
be readily derived from the convolution integrals, Eqs.~1.1!
and ~1.2!. Dropping the time dependence, one gets

w512
L

L0
. ~1.5!

The waste parameter is clearly of great interest, and on
the most important issues not only atB factories but also at
future linear colliders. As soon asw is nonzero, a correction
should be applied to restore optimal luminosity. The abil
to measure and reducew would make for a substantial in
crease in the delivered luminosity of any machine.

Althoughw can be defined mathematically from Eq.~1.3!,
the beam-beam topology cannot be measured directly. T
niques have been developed that measure the transvers
placement of the centers of gravity of the beams by Bamb
@1# and Sagan, Sikora, and Henderson@2#. Both of these
techniques actively displace one of the beams, and mon
the other beam to observe the strength of the beam-b
interaction. In practice these techniques are sensitive to
relative displacement of the beam centers from optim
beam-beam overlap.

Generally, a discussion of the waste parameter must
clude all possible degrees of freedom in the evolution o
machine over a run. There are seven parameters that
affect optimal beam-beam overlap@3#. These are shown in
Fig. 1.

Briefly there is a transverse displacement between the
beam centers described by a vector (Dx,Dy), the transverse
sizes of the two beamssx1 ,sy1 ,sx2 , andsy2 , and a relative
rotation of the two beamsf. The two beam currents als
affect the beam-beam interaction. Currents are easily m
tored and are not included in the discussion below.

In this paper, a technique is proposed by which six of
seven parameters can be passively monitored with the ob
vation of wide angle beamstrahlung. In the case of nonz
waste, which is called a ‘‘pathology,’’ the responsible p
rameter is identified unambiguously, and the amount
4584 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 4585MEASUREMENT OF COLLIDING BEAM PARAMETERS . . .
needed correction is measured. The seventh paramete
easily be measured in a beam scan also using the wide a
beamstrahlung signal.

Seven parameters to characterize the beam-beam coll
is a large number. It is easiest to discuss the problem if
broken into two parts.

~i! The machine is perfectly symmetric; that is, the m
chine optics is exactly the same for both beams. In Fig
that means that the two beams have zero offsets, zero
tion, and the same transverse dimensions, resulting in
two parameters. Dropping indices, they are the transv
dimensionssx andsy . If the machine is symmetric, beam
maintain optimal overlap, but the optics is affected by t
varying currents. The luminosity is determined by the tra
verse size of the beam. The case of measuring the transv
beam size is discussed in Sec. III.

~ii ! The beams move independently in the transve
plane due to machine asymmetry decreasing overlap an
minosity. In Sec. IV the measurements of the relative size
the two beams, their transverse displacement, and the a
between them are described.

In this paper the use of large-angle beamstrahlung, wh
is described in detail in Ref.@3#, is described as a beam-bea
monitor that allows complete control over both the bea
beam interaction strength and transverse displaceme
Large-angle beamstrahlung observables, combined i
simple two-dimensional diagram, which is called the bea
strahlung diagram, monitors the wasted luminosity.

In Sec. II the information content of large-angle bea
strahlung is discussed. Section III covers the symmetric
chine case, concentrating on measurements of the beam
Section IV covers asymmetric machines, introduces
beamstrahlung diagram, and shows how the waste param
can be measured. The use of the beamstrahlung diagra
eliminate wasted luminosity is shown in Sec. V. Three a
pendices are included for completeness. Appendix A der
in a simple way three crucial properties of large-angle s
chrotron radiation. Appendix B provides a description of t

FIG. 1. A general beam-beam collision. Seven parameters
be seen, corresponding to two transverse dimensions for each b
a two-dimensional impact parameter vector connecting the
beam centers, and one relative rotation in the transverse plane
can
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beam-beam simulation developed for this paper and App
dix C evaluates the simulation’s accuracy.

II. LARGE-ANGLE BEAMSTRAHLUNG

The properties of large-angle radiation, emitted by a
trarelativistic particle, differ dramatically from the classic
synchrotron radiation formulas@4#. Appendix A shows that
the approximations used in Ref.@3# and in this paper are
valid at large angles for all present and proposede1e2 col-
liders, if beamstrahlung detection is to be done at or near
‘‘magic angle’’ described in@3#. Three properties of large
angle radiation are derived in Appendix A. Of particular i
terest is the 100% linear polarization, either parallel or p
pendicular to the bending force, obtained at certain azimu
locations at large angle.

At CESR, for example, it is possible to detect such rad
tion in visible light at a location 5 m away from the interac
tion point, at a 6-mrad angle. The beam-beam interac
occurs over a volume of order 300mm37 mm37 mm,
and particles are typically deflected laterally by 1022 mrad.
Thus the light detector is seen at the same angle by all of
beam, and throughout the dynamic beam-beam collis
These are the conditions used for the calculations of Secs
and V. A fixed fraction of the beamstrahlung energy is c
lected at such a location, effectively measuring the total
ergy up to a constant. Different polarization components
also be easily observed, by filtering the observed lig
through polarimeters.

The two polarization components can be used to build
radiation vectorsU1 from one beam andU2 from the other
beam, which are two-dimensional vectors in the first qu
rant. The first dimension is the horizontal component of
polarized beamstrahlung power signal and the second is
vertical. The total energy vectorU is defined asU11U2. At
large angles the polarization components and radiation s
trum factorize@5# and a different orientation of the polarim
eters would simply rotate the horizontal and vertical axes

As mentioned in the Introduction, at present and propo
machines, beams are very flat (e;0.0220.04). It is conve-
nient to develop the theory only for flat beams that leads
two simplifications. First, terms of ordere and higher can be
neglected in equations as needed. Second, a natural pref
orientation exists in the transverse plane, which is adopte
produce the results of this paper.

It should be noted that two counters on each side, e
looking at a different polarization component, and in abse
of background, are enough to extract complete informat
from beamstrahlung. As an example, given the formulas
Appendix A, Ux can be measured by measuring t
x-polarized component at 45° in azimuth, andUy by the
y-polarized component at 0°.

III. SYMMETRIC MACHINES

If a machine is perfectly symmetric, the beam curre
and transverse dimensions of the beams will evolve, wh
maintaining perfect overlap. Measurements of the beam s
sx andsy determine the luminosity. In this case most of t
interplay between machine and beam-beam interaction
through the dynamicb effect.
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4586 PRE 59G. BONVICINI, D. CINABRO, AND E. LUCKWALD
The dynamicb effect is proportional to the average ele
tric field seen by one particle over many beam crossin
hence it is proportional to the charge in the other beam, tim
the average inverse impact parameterb between particles o
beam 1 and particles of beam 2@6#,

^E1&}N2K b

b2L . ~3.1!

From @5# the beamstrahlung energy is proportional to

U1}N1^E1
2&, ~3.2!

or

^E1
2&}U1 /N1 . ~3.3!

The ^E1& and ^E1
2& are related through the transverse sha

of the beam, which can be taken to be Gaussian with no
of precision. Therefore, monitoring the dynamicb effect can
be done efficiently by monitoring theUi and theNi at the
same time.

Equation~3.2! can be rewritten as@3,5#

U1}
N1N2

2

sx
2sz

f ~e!. ~3.4!

The beam lengthsz is usually constant, and will not be con
sidered here, but clearly a beamstrahlung detector can als
used to monitor the beam length, for example, during m
chine studies. The functionf (e) varies slowly,

f ~e!;1111.4e, ~3.5!

and can be considered nearly constant in the following.
The result above assumes ‘‘stiff’’ beams. A stiff beam

one where the beam particles do not change their transv
position appreciably during the collision. Appendix B show
that dynamic effects are negligible.

In flat beams most of the impact parameter is due to
distance inx between the particles, and the energy radiate
almost only dependent onsx . For perfect overlap of stiff
Gaussian beams the energyU is unpolarized@5#. No infor-
mation can be extracted out of polarization, and beamstr
ung cannot monitor passively symmetric changes insy . The
total power radiated is thus sensitive tosx .

However, as pointed out in Refs.@3,5#, a scan of one
beam along the vertical axis will produce the characteri
camelback feature in the plot ofU versus the beam-beam
offset seen in Fig. 2, which has already been used in
detection of beamstrahlung@7#. Thesy can be precisely de
termined by measuring the peak-valley distanced shown in
Fig. 2. The relation betweend andsy is

d;3.97sy~125.4e!. ~3.6!

Currently, the CESR beams are artificially perturbed with
amplitude of order 0.01sy to measure the beam-beam inte
action by observing the effect of the perturbation on
other beam via the lock-in effect@2#. It is conceivable that
this technique could ultimately be used to determinesy with-
s,
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out scanning. Note that a beam scan could also be use
measuresx separating it fromsz .

A beamstrahlung monitor can be very useful even whe
machine is perfectly symmetric, allowing purely passi
monitoring of the beam-beam interaction and thus the be
length orsx . It can be used to measuresy in a beam scan.
The next section, which deals with purely asymmetric p
thologies, shows that this method is truly valuable wh
beams are not colliding head on in the transverse plane
may have different transverse sizes.

IV. ASYMMETRIC MACHINES

If a machine is asymmetric, as all real machines are
some degree, the two beams will drift independently in
seven-dimensional space that induces luminosity waste.
the purpose of studying asymmetric machines, a single p
beam-beam simulation program was written. The progr
generates complex beam-beam configurations involving
the pathologies shown in Fig. 1. These configurations are
principle, computable analytically in the limit of stiff beam
It was important also to cross check the effects of bea
beam dynamics, as the particles of one beam are defle
towards the center of the other beam. The latter is an ef
that must be computed by simulation.

The simulation program is described in Appendix B.
precision is evaluated in Appendix C and is found to
between 0.1% and 0.2%, for beamstrahlung yields, and
ter than 1% for the luminosity enhancement due to bea
beam pinching. The nominal conditions to produce results
this paper were chosen as in Table I and are appropriate
B factories.

The measurement of the two beam sizes was discusse
the previous section. The remaining five parameters are
cussed here: two relative transverse dimensions, two offs

FIG. 2. Normalized power emitted in beamstrahlung, as a fu
tion of normalizedy offset. ~a! e50.02. ~b! e50.04. The distance
from minimum to maximum is shown, in units ofsy .U0 is defined
in Sec. IV.
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PRE 59 4587MEASUREMENT OF COLLIDING BEAM PARAMETERS . . .
and one angle. Present day beam position monitors have
tial resolutions of order 20mm, which is substantially less
than thesx of these beams, and should always provide
equate overlap along thex axis leaving four pathologies o
concern. An offset inx will generate a unique configuratio
of the beamstrahlung diagram, which mirrors the one
tained for an offset iny which is discussed below, and can b
analyzed in a completely equivalent way.

For simplicity it is assumed that only one beam is dev
oping a pathology at any given time. The four patholog
that lead to wasted luminosity are shown in Fig. 3. Th
correspond, respectively, to a vertical offset, imperfect ve
cal focusing, imperfect horizontal focusing, and a rotation
one beam with respect to the other. All of these patholog
except for the third have been observed at CESR.

The expected value of each polarization componen
also assumed, for optimal beam-beam collision, which
call U0 . In practiceU0 can be measured experimentally b
continuous observation of colliding beams, or by separa
determining the beam currents, andsx andsy with a beam-
beam scan as discussed in the previous section.

The beamstrahlung diagram plotsU1 ,U2 normalized by
U0 . In the figures below the contribution from the patholog

FIG. 3. The four beam-beam pathologies that lead to was
luminosity: ~a! a y offset, ~b! y bloating, ~c! x bloating, and~d! a
beam-beam rotation. The pathological beam is represented by
dashed ellipse.

TABLE I. Beam parameters chosen for the simulation resu
presented here.

Parameter Symbol Value

Beam width sx 300 mm
Beam height sy 7 mm
Beam length sz 1.8 cm
Bunch charge N 1131010

Relativistic factor g 104
pa-
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cal beam is represented by the dashed arrow. The diag
has four degrees of freedom. The total power monitors
beam-beam interaction strength, and three independen
mensionless asymmetries can be defined.

As mentioned in Sec. III if the collision is perfect and th
beams are stiff the beamstrahlung radiation is unpolariz
Thus the normalizedUi ’s are equal and the vector from eac
beam in a perfect head-on collision are on top each othe
45° as shown in Fig. 4. With theU0 normalization one ob-
tains the perfect collision point at~1,1! for both beams.

The effect of dynamic beams can be estimated from Ta
II in Appendix C. For example, at CESR dynamic beam
increaseUx by 0.9% andUy by 2.7%, moving the perfec
collision axis 0.5 degrees above 45°. Such a small mod
cation is nearly invisible in Fig. 4 and can be neglected.

Figure 5 shows for stiff beams the beamstrahlung d
grams for each pathology shown in Fig. 3. Each has a uni
pattern, which a feedback algorithm can discern and corr
In general, if beam 1 is smaller inx(y) than beam 2, then it
will radiate less energy inx(y).

Figure 6 is the same as Fig. 5, but for dynamic beam
Comparison of the two figures shows very little differenc
The effect of dynamic beams is small. Thus the beamstr
ung diagram presented in this paper is a universal displa

d

he

FIG. 4. The beamstrahlung diagram corresponding to a per
beam-beam collision. The two vectors are exactly equal. T
dashed arrow is slightly displaced for display purposes.

s

TABLE II. Comparison between two different binnings, the fi
ted values, according to Eqs.~C1!–~C2!, and the analytic predic-
tions, all for stiff beams. The last column shows the same quant
for dynamic beams.

Quantity Bin50.25s Bin50.3s Fit Analytic
Dyn.

beams

Ux(1012 eV) 0.4002 0.3979 0.4055 0.4051 0.408
Uy(1012 eV) 0.4013 0.3997 0.4049 0.4051 0.416
L/L0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.12
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the pattern associated with beam-beam pathologies at CE
PEP-II, KEK, and in the future at a;1 TeV e1e2 machine.

Figure 7 is the same as Figs. 5 and 6, but with an offse
x, 18 mm, or 0.06sx , comparable to the resolution of bea
position monitors. Again very little change is observed w
respect to Fig. 5 showing that small horizontal offsets ha
small impact.

Asymmetries corresponding to each pathology in Fig
are defined as

A15~Uy /Ux21!Q~Uy /Ux21!, ~4.1!

FIG. 5. Beamstrahlung diagrams corresponding to the four
thologies of Fig. 3. The tips of vectors in~a! are displaced for
display purposes. Stiff beams are assumed.

FIG. 6. Beamstrahlung diagrams for the same conditions as
5, but assuming dynamic beams.
R,

in

e

3

A25~U2y /U1y21!Q~U2y /U1y21!, ~4.2!

A285~U2x /U1x21!Q~U2x /U1x21!, ~4.3!

A35usin~U1 ,U2!u, ~4.4!

whereQ is the Heaviside function meaning in this case th
the asymmetriesAi are not defined when the argument of t
Heaviside function becomes negative. The indexing w
chosen to indicate that the second, a beam bloated vertic
and third, a beam bloated horizontally, pathologies are g
erated from both a zero dipole moment and a nonzero qu
rupole moment in the transverse charge distribution, and
such they should be equally ranked.

These asymmetries are not independent. The usefulne
these beamstrahlung asymmetries is shown in Fig. 8, wh
displays their dependence on the waste parameter define
Eq. ~1.3!. Each asymmetry’s contribution to the waste p
rameter of Sec. I is

wi;
]w

]Ai
Ai . ~4.5!

but they cannot simply be summed to calculate the wa
because they are not independent.

Evidence is provided in the next section that the asymm
tries should be minimized strictly in the order defined
Eqs. ~4.1!–~4.4!. In short, the total waste parameter can
defined as

w;(
i

]̂wiAi , ~4.6!

where the hatted derivative is defined as

]̂wi5S ]w

]Ai
D

Aj 5min, j , i

. ~4.7!

a-

g.

FIG. 7. Beamstrahlung diagrams for the same conditions as
5, but assuming anx offset of 0.06sx .
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Equation~4.6! represents the main result of this paper. T
derivatives are computed, the asymmetries are measured
the waste parameter is obtained. Note that if the asymme
were completely independent, the specificationsAj5min
would have been unneeded. Asymmetries 2 and 28 represent
both quadrupole corrections, and can be interchanged w
out harm.

For horizontal offsets between the two beams an asym
try

A185~Ux /Uy21!Q~Ux /Uy21! ~4.8!

can be defined.
We note that for a 10% change in luminosity, the valu

of the asymmetries change by 0.1 forA1 andA18 , 0.25 forA2

andA28 , and 0.05 forA3 . Thus these asymmetries have e
cellent sensitivity to wasted luminosity.

V. VIRTUAL OPERATOR

Here examples are shown of how the beamstrahlung
gram and the asymmetries defined in Eqs.~4.1!–~4.4! and
~4.8! can by used to eliminate wasted luminosity even in
presence of multiple pathologies in the beam-beam collis

We demonstrate this by studying the complete set of
double pathologies, shown in Fig. 9, which can be deriv
from the four single pathologies shown in Fig. 3. Figure
represents the beamstrahlung diagrams corresponding t
pathologies displayed in Fig. 9. A feedback program, dub
the virtual operator, finds the highest-ranking asymme
minimizes it by changing the appropriate collision para
eter, and obtains the beamstrahlung diagrams of Fig. 11,
playing only one pathology that is trivial to correct.

Two comments are in order. First, if the largest asymm
try were to be corrected first, instead of the highest rank
convergence would not be achieved. To prove the point,
enough to compare Figs. 5~b!, 10~d!, and 11~d!. If the sex-

FIG. 8. Functional dependence of the beamstrahlung asym
tries defined in the text vs the waste parameter of Eq.~1.3!.
e
and
es

h-

e-

s

-

a-

e
n.
ix
d

the
d
,

-
is-

-
d,
is

tupole correction is acted upon first,A3 would have to in-
crease as opposed to being minimized.

Second, we wish to prove that minimization of a highe
ranked asymmetry effectively corrects the associated pat
ogy. Although all the double pathologies were tried, on
Fig. 9~c!, which corresponds to a vertical offset plus a ro
tion, is presented.A1 and A3 are the two most correlate
asymmetries. The asymmetryA1 is not zeroed, and cannot b
zeroed by moving one beam. Figure 12 shows the dep
dence ofA1 versus the vertical offset, showing that minim

e-
FIG. 9. The six possible configurations arising from combin

tions of any two of the pathologies of Fig. 3.~a! y offset andy
bloating. ~b! y offset andx bloating. ~c! y offset and beam-beam
rotation.~d! y bloating and beam-beam rotation.~e! x bloating and
beam-beam rotation.~f! y bloating andx bloating.

FIG. 10. Beamstrahlung diagrams corresponding to Fig. 9.
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zation of the asymmetry gives the desired correction.
We did not consider horizontal offsets here, but th

could easily have been included, as discussed in the prev
section.

VI. CONCLUSION

The beamstrahlung diagram and asymmetries der
here demonstrate a complete and rigorous method for lu
nosity optimization. The wasted luminosity is for the fir
time related to quantities that are instantaneously observa

FIG. 11. Beamstrahlung diagrams, corresponding to Figs. 9
10, after correction of the dominant asymmetry. Compare with F
3.

FIG. 12. The dependence of the first asymmetryA1 , as defined
in the text, vs the vertical offset for the case of a vertical offset p
a rotation.
y
us

d
i-

le,

and specify the necessary correction. We have consider
complete class of beam-beam pathologies.

If the machine is perfectly symmetric a beamstrahlu
monitor is very useful for measuring the size of the beam
the case of asymmetric beams a beamstrahlung monito
extremely powerful. The study of the beamstrahlung diagr
derived from the power and polarization of the beamstra
ung signal allows identification of the beam-beam patholo
identification of the ‘‘bad’’ beam, and measures the corre
tion that needs to be applied. In short, the wide angle be
strahlung signal analyzed in the manner described here
powerful tool to eliminate wasted luminosity at present a
future e1e2 colliders.

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF LARGE-ANGLE
RADIATION PROPERTIES

The properties of short magnet radiation were first d
cussed by Coisson in Ref.@8#. In the classical model@4#, the
bent electron is made to sweep through the detector i
‘‘searchlight’’ fashion, effectively covering all beam
detector angles. In the Coisson model the opposite extrem
adopted, and the angle is kept constant throughout the o
the large-angle approximation. Both models predict the sa
power, the same total polarization, and the same typ
angle, of order 1/g for the emitted radiation, but they diffe
dramatically in the spectrum at large angles.

The Coisson model is of interest here because the de
tor’s angle is constant throughout the collision at collide
such as CESR. At large angle the classical model predic
steep fall-off of the power, exponential both in the phot
energy and in the cube of the observation angle. The Cois
model predicts three properties of large angle beamstrah
radiation. They are as follows.

~i! The cutoff energy, at large angle, does not depend
g. There is no exponential falloff as predicted by th
‘‘searchlight’’ approximation, making detection possible.
particular, at 6 mrad at CESR, for example, visible radiat
is at or below the cutoff frequency.

~ii ! The polarization is linear at a fixed location in azimu
with an eightfold pattern, (cos2 2f,sin2 2f) around the azi-
muth. The anglef is the angle between the net transver
force experienced by the beam and the detector locat
Thus the pattern of the polarization provides informati
about the beam-beam overlap.

~iii ! The large-angle double differential spectrum is pr
portional to (gu)24, and not exponential. The large-ang
power scales as 1/g2. Thus the situation atB factories is
more favorable than at higher-energy machines.

These properties are rederived here in an elementary
for constant large angle of detection. Consider an extrem
relativistic particleg@1 undergoing a vertical deflection
due, for example, to a horizontal dipole magnet exertin
force F over a lengthsz . Radiation of energyk5hv is
detected at an angleu which is much larger than 1/g. In the
laboratory frame the radiated energy is equal to@4#

U5
2

3

r e

mc2 g2F2sz . ~A1!

A simpler derivation is possible by studying the radiation
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the rest frame of the radiating particle. Note that all quan
ties in the particle rest frame are starred as shown in Fig.

The radiation will have a dipole pattern with angular i
tensity proportional to the squared sine of the angle betw
the direction of detection and the direction of the force. T
force maintains its vertical direction and has a modulus

F* 52gF. ~A2!

The angle is very large in the laboratory frame, and the c
responding direction in the rest frame is very close to
backward direction. In a perturbative treatment the angleu*
is taken with respect to the direction opposite the direction
motion~Fig. 13!. If only small angular components along th
direction of the force are considered,

I ~u* !}cos2 u* . ~A3!

The intensity is essentially constant at small angles in
rest frame.

The relation between the energies and angles in the
and radiating particle rest frames is given by

k5
k* gu* 2

2
, ~A4!

v5
v* gu* 2

2
, ~A5!

u5
2

gu*
. ~A6!

The direction of the radiation in the radiating particle re
frame is at CESR, for example,u* ;0.03 or two degrees
away from the backward axis.

In the radiating particle rest frame the cutoff frequency
inversely proportional to the duration of the perturbatio
which issz* /c. Using Eqs.~A5! and~A6!, and the relativistic
formula length dilation, the following relations are obtaine

sz* 5sz /g, ~A7!

FIG. 13. Dipole radiation in a radiating particle’s rest fram
Indicated are the direction of the force and the angle correspon
to the observation angle in the laboratory frame.
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:

vc* ;OS c

sz*
D , ~A8!

vc;OS c

szu
2D , ~A9!

which shows that the cutoff frequency at large angle does
depend ong, the first prediction by the Coisson model. A
CESR,vc;1016 sec21, which is of the order of the visible
light frequency.

The polarization vector of the emitted radiation in th
radiating particle rest frame is given by@4#

E* ~r !5
e

mrc2 n*3~n*3F* !, ~A10!

wheren* is the unit vector along the direction of observ
tion.

Using Eq.~A10!, and the condition of orthogonality be
tweenE* , B* , andn* , the three vectors are

E*5K~u* 2 sinf cosf,u* 2 sin2 f21,2u* sinf!,
~A11!

B*5K~211u* 2/2,0,2u* cosf!, ~A12!

n*5~u* cosf,u* sinf,211u* 2/2!, ~A13!

with K a constant. The polarization component alongx andy
in the laboratory frame are

Ex5g~Ex* 2By* !51K
gu* 2

2
sin 2f51K

2

gu2 sin 2f

~A14!

Ey5g~Ey* 1Bx* !52K
gu* 2

2
cos 2f52K

2

gu2 cos 2f.

~A15!

Thus each component has four azimuthal zeros, and infor
tion is replicated every 45°, which is the second predict
of the Coisson model.

The total energy radiated in the laboratory frame can
expressed as an average over the boosted photon energ
the rest frame, times the number of photonsN,

U5( g~k* 1kz* !5N^g~k* 1kz* !&5Ng^k* &.

~A16!

The energy flowing into a detector covering a solid an
dV, located at large angle, can be easily computed in
radiating particle frame. UsingI (u* );1, Eqs. ~A4! and
~A6!, and neglecting factors of order one an expression
the large-angle spectrum is obtained,

DU;Nu* Du* Df
g^k* &u* 2

2
5

8U

g4u5 DuDf. ~A17!

The energy in the lab frame,U, contains a dependence o
g2. The angular factor integrates to a constant@which agrees
with Eq. ~8! in Ref. @3##, leaving the 1/g2 dependence. This
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is purely due to kinematics. At CESR, for example, 10 n
of visible beamstrahlung are available between 6 and 7 m

APPENDIX B: SIMULATION

A beam-beam interaction simulation was developed fr
the program described in Ref.@9#. Gaussian beams in all
dimensions are assumed. Beams are sliced in 3-dimens
cells. The cells are typically 0.25–0.5s along each axis and
extend out to 3 –4s in each direction. Thus a total of 103 to
33104 cells are simulated. The beams are then made
cross each other. In the first step, the first layer of the p
tron beam encounters the first layer of the electron be
The electric fields are purely transverse toO(1/g), and are
computed assuming that the charge is located in a sp
located in the center of the cell. This is the ‘‘cloud-in-cel
model. Assuming cylindrical coordinates, a cell in beam o
gets a total transverse deflection@6#,

Dr 81 j52
2N2r e

g (
P2ibi j

bi j
2

. ~B1!

The summation runs over the cells in the opposite layer,bi j
is the impact parameter between cellj in beam one and celli
in beam two, andP2i is the fraction of charge in celli. At the
end of each layer-layer interaction positions and veloci
are updated,

r 8j5r 8j1Dr 8j , ~B2!

r j5r j1r 8jDz. ~B3!

Dz is the unit step taken along the beam direction. T
allows for dynamic beams, with each beam pinching
other as the collision progresses, and the luminosity is c
puted as an overlap of the dynamic density functions.

The program of Ref.@9# was found to be unfit for the
simulation of flat beams. If the lattice is chosen to have
same number of cells in each dimension, the cells will be
flat as the beam. If the charge is then concentrated in
centers, a large force will be calculated, where in reality
total force is small, due to the cancellations of the largx
components in the integral over the cells. Figure 14 illu
trates this.

FIG. 14. Cell-cell interaction in the simulation program. Th
cell has an aspect ratio similar to the beam aspect ratio. In
‘‘cloud-in-cell’’ model, all the charge is concentrated in a point
the center of the cell. In the ‘‘matchstick-in-cell’’ model, the char
is spread over a line along the cell.
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To reduce this problem the number of cells inx should be
enlarged to make each cell square in the transverse pl
This solution is very CPU time consuming. A solution w
found by replacing each cell with a line of charge, called
‘‘matchstick,’’ and computing the integral

Dr 8i j 5
22N2r ePi

g E dxidxj

bi j

bi j
2

. ~B4!

For the purpose of improving the convergence of the p
gram, the matchsticks were kept horizontal throughout
interaction. Assuming matchstick lengthsLi andL j , the so-
lution to the integral above is

Dr 8i j 5
22N2r ePi

g S (
1

4

tnf n12bygn ,(
1

4

2tngn2byf nD ,

~B5!

where

t15bx1
Li1L j

2
, ~B6!

t25bx1
Li2L j

2
, ~B7!

t35bx2
L j1Li

2
, ~B8!

t45bx1
L j2Li

2
, ~B9!

f n5~21!n11 ln~ tn
21by

2!, ~B10!

gn5~21!n11 tan21~ tn /by!. ~B11!

Given the deflection vector,r 8, the total radiated energy with
both x andy polarization is computed using

F5
gmc2

2Dz
Dr 8. ~B12!

The energy vectorU for each beam is computed by summin

Ux5( DUx j5(
2N

3mc2 Pjr eg
2Fx

2Dz, ~B13!

Uy5( DUy j5(
2N

3mc2 Pjr eg
2Fy

2Dz. ~B14!

The program continues to interact the beams, layer
layer, updating trajectories with Eqs.~B2!–~B3!, until the
beams fully cross each other. An option was inserted in
program to use or not to use Eqs.~B2!–~B3!, that is to make
the beams either dynamic or stiff. The reason for the opt
was to compare against existing analytic predictions
beamstrahlung given in Ref.@5#.
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APPENDIX C: ESTIMATE OF SIMULATION PRECISION

The simulation program described above is used to m
a comparison with the analytic predictions of Ref.@6#, which
are valid only for stiff beams. A slow, quadratic convergen
was found when diminishing the cell size. When a cell

FIG. 15. Radiation polarization vs beam-beam offset. The s
line is the analytic prediction from Ref.@6#, and the dots are from
the simulation described in the text.
-1
e

e
f

one beam overlaps with one from the other beam, the p
gram computes a zero field. In reality, the contribution
nearby particles is important, due to the 1/b dependence of
the field. Because the emitted power depends on the fi
squared, the dominant convergence is quadratic.

To adjust for this fact using finite computer resources t
different lattice sizesa andb were used. The ‘‘exact’’ emit-
ted energyUex was extracted using the linear system

Ua5Uex2aa2, ~C1!

Ub5Uex2ab2, ~C2!

and solved forUex anda.
The stiff-beam comparison ofU, with different cell sizes

and against the analytic predictions of Ref.@6# using the
beam parameters of Table I are shown in Table II. There
agreement between analytic and simulation at the 0.2% le
If the beams are dynamic particles will move during the c
lision by about 1 mm, leaving the beam virtually unchange
in x but generating a substantial@O(10%)# squeezing iny.
The squeezing will have two effects: it will increase the l
minosity and it will generate slightly more power. There w
also be a slight asymmetry betweenx and y and some net
polarization. The luminosity increases by 12%. The lumin
ity calculation was checked, for round beams, against
program of Ref.@9# and our simulation agrees to within 1%
Figure 15 shows the analytical versus simulation compari
of Uy /Ux when two flat beams are separated by a verti
offset. We conclude that our simulation method has a pre
sion of the order of a few per thousand for beamstrahlu
computations.
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